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the Nation_State
Part Eight: consolidating

Ezequiel Martez Estrada, 2Qui es em? Catilinaria Buen
pp. 26-29. Excerpt translated by the editors.

We had talked a lot about our people. The
them, but we did not know them. Perdu reveal
rather an area of the people that seemed positiv
October 17, Perón poured into the central stree
sediment that no one would have recognized. It
people from another country, speaking anoth
costumes. And still, they were part of the Arge
the National Anthem. Because until then, we ha
of the family that made up that people-those l
people. Even demagogue politicians had margi

On October 17, 1945, thousands ofworkers peacefrfly g
in Buenos Aires. They were calling for the release of t
military regime, Colonel Juan Per6n, who bad been a
faction. As a remIt of this unexpected popular mobilizati
and the saga ended with a speech given from the balcon
this day, this event symbolizes the birth of Peronisen.
would face his opponents, become a presidential candidat
1952, and after eighteen years of exile in 1974. For th
17 meant something quite different. On that day, the
felt their dearest neighborhoods "invaded" by a class of
quite invisible until then. The echoes of Sarmiento’s
were at the center of their interpretation of this new
memoirs published in 1955, essayist Martinez Estrada
pressions of that day in a section titled "The Inhabitants

1. PER6N APPEALS TO T

Equality of Rights. Finally, it must be stress
guarantees equality of rights to all workers, regar
race. It does so while mandating that industry
tional workers for at least two thirds of their wor
protection, foreign workers enjoy the same rights

tie Janeiro. Technical instruction is administrated
is aimed at training specialized workers; the sec
the third level at training instructors.
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And Perón had more than goodness and inteffigence: he had the ability to
make them visible and exhibit them without being ashamed of them-not as
a people, but rather as a tremendous and aggressive force that endangered
the very foundations of a society built with just a fraction of its human ele
ment that being the chosen people that we had watched parade on national
holidays, dressed in their Sunday best. These were the people that we had
not taken into account, as I said, but still existed. Not a buried people, like
the Inca or Aztec, a living people, yet also a dead people. No. It was a living
people that was now on the move. And they were our ragged brothers, our
miserable brothers-what could be called, to use a technical term, the
Lumpenproletaritit. They were also the Mazorca, since they came out of meat
refrigerating plants like the others that came out of the meat salting plants.
They were the same troops that had belonged to Rosas, and were now en
rolled under Perón’s flag, who was at the same time the successor of that
older tyrant. Of the same species, and the legal representatives of those
masses, they moved through the city, this time without ponchos, in the very
ham
bosom of the city without ponchos, but with a knife, the tool of
great
was
still
a
The
country
stringers, slaughterers, and salters of beef jerky.
from
Echever
cattle,
as
it
had
been
breeding-ground and slaughterhouse of
na until Hudson. And those sinister demons of the plain that Sarmiento de
and
scribed in Facundo had not perished. They are alive this instant
larger
busi
a
roof,
in
much
dedicated to the same task, only this time under
nesses than those of Rosas, Anchorena, Terrero y Urquiza. On October 17
they came out to ask about their captivity, to demand a place under the sun.
And they appeared with their butcher’s knives in their belts, threatening a
watching
barrio none version of Saint Batholomew’s massacre. We felt chills
threatened
a terrible
them parade in a true silent horde, carrying signs that
revenge.
He didn’t just give that infraproletariat of poor workers a place in the sun.
the
In many ways he placed them above the employee, the teacher, and even
were
left
behind
professional. The liberal middle class and the bureaucracy
and below them. He formed a new cla,s, so to speak, intermediate between
class,
the superior class of potentates and their associates, and the middle
philosophy,
and
properly speaking. He sketched for it a Peronist sociology,
the
cracks
even religion, with its codes and doctrines. He took advantage of
produced during centuries of misery and ignorance, and in them he intro
duced his cold chisel, reducing "his" people to impotence. How can we re
proach the people that did not feel this as a loss of liberty and dignity when
they had never had these things to begin with. In taking advantage of their
good faith, others had preceded him a long time before.
This is the "obrenismo" [pro-worker attitude] of Peron-how different
gov
than Yrigoyen’s electoralism, but at the same time how similar to Rosas’
ernment of mulattoes and gauchos.
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Eva Perón, radio speech, February 26, 1947, Radio del Est
fusion. Excerpt translated by the editor,.

Friends and companions,
Once again, I request your attention hoping
woman to lead her companions, to champion thei
Once again, I demand your support, because m
all Argentine women-cannot be given up until v
of you, then, with the deep conviction of speaking
guage that is truthful, patriotic and, above all, prof
Women’s anguishes have always been, and will
breathe women’s concerns. Their hopes are mine.
my impulse. They feed my belief in the goodness
Everything the woman of my country hopes to ob
of action. I could never step back or withdraw f
road to what is dearest in my people.
I have told you about the conquest of fema
achievement for our sex. I must reiterate my pre
phasize the need for the Legislature to promulg
take the place they deserve in public institutions.
testimony to national responsibility, a credit to p
rule-the woman’s vote will be the most powerf
for the decisive conquest of the Argentine soul. I

The beginning of the feminist struggle to improve worne
the late 1 SOOs. Much as in western Europe, Latin Amer
with urban contexts, and frequently with socialist or
women c ruffiwge was not the first priority offeminist o
ica, it was a clearly articulated right at least since the ear
longer however; for actual laws to be enacted. In Argent
portant feminist organizations, women would have to w
vote. Paradoxically, this achievement was not the result
mands, but rather an initiative of the new Peronist go
was closely associated with the Catholic Church. The ap
version of this cause was Eva Perdn-tben only twenty-se
took frill advantage of the melodramatic talents develope
radio actress. In one of herfirst independent politi calperfi
cry from the radical image of the Evita of the late 1940
grated women suffrage into a context of traditional val
from that putforward by the old leaders of the feminist c

8. EVA PER6N: ON WOMEN’S
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